
1: Dancing to a different tune

2: Engaging the muse

3: Singing in harmony

4: Activating the performance

5: Making the impact

6: Curtain call

This section of the toolkit deals with the engagement period, rights negotiation and establishing the grounds for 
cooperative relationships. 
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Section 3: Singing in harmony

This section of the toolkit deals with the engagement 
period, in which the arts sponsor negotiates rights, 
benefits and agreements with the arts organisation, as 
well as develops the cooperative relationship required 
to ensure a mutually beneficial relationship.

In terms of our arts sponsorship decision-making & 
management practices framework, this section of the 
toolkit deals with the fourth and fifth decisions.

Figure 1: Sponsorship decision-making & management practices framework

NEgotiAtiNg rightS
Once a company has identified and selected the most 
suitable arts organisation to partner with to achieve 
their arts sponsorship objectives, a negotiation typically 
takes place to discuss and agree the specific rights and 
responsibilities of each partner. These negotiations, 
which may be facilitated by a skilled agency or trusted 
organisation, should culminate in the drafting of a 
sponsorship agreement. The specifics of such a formal, 
binding and legally enforceable contract depend on 
the parties involved, but typically would address the 
following important questions18:

 » Who is who in the partnership and what role does 
each partner play?

 » What are the specific rights that the arts 
organisation is offering to the sponsoring company?

 » How do these rights relate to the same or other 
rights being offered to other sponsors?

 » What are the responsibilities and undertakings of 
the rights-holder?

 » What are the responsibilities and undertakings of 
the sponsor?

 » What are the fully disclosed financial details and 
payment schedule?

 » How will breach of agreement, conflict resolution, 
and termination or renewal be dealt with?
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Exercise 11: template for sponsorship agreement

Arts sponsorship agreement between

         (sponsoring company) and

         (sponsored organisation).

The sponsored organisation hereby awards the following rights to the sponsoring company:

The sponsored organisation undertakes to:

In return, the sponsoring company undertakes to:

The financial arrangements on this agreement include:

Any breach of agreement or conflict will be dealt with as follows:

Although it is important to fully discuss and agree 
the specifics of the formal contract, successful arts 
partnerships are often managed and brought to life 
through the relationships between partners. Research 

suggests that there are five key drivers of relationship 
quality between two partner organisations: trust; 
commitment; communication; cooperation; and 
satisfaction19.
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Figure 11: Drivers of relationship quality

Developing a strong relationship built on these drivers 
obviously takes time and effort. The more time a 
number of representatives of both partners spend 
together working on delivering the sponsorship 

objectives, the better. A useful self-assessment tool 
to reflect on the quality of your relationship with your 
selected arts organisation would include the following 
items:

Table 4: Relationship quality self-assessment tool

COMMITMENT % sCOrE

1 We defend this arts organisation whenever other criticize it

2 We have a strong sense of loyalty to this arts organisation

3
We are never on the lookout for another arts organisation deal to replace this arts 
organisation

4 We expect to be using this arts organisation for some time

5
If another arts organisation offered us a better arts sponsorship deal, we would most 
certainly not take them on

6 We are very committed to this arts organisation

7
We are quite willing to make long-term investments in our relationship with this arts 
organisation

8 Our relationship with this arts organisation is a long-term alliance

9
We are patient with this arts organisation when they make mistakes that cause us 
trouble

10
We are willing to dedicate whatever people and resources it takes to grow this arts 
sponsorship
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Table 4: Relationship quality self-assessment tool (continued)

TrUsT % sCOrE

11 We can rely on this arts organisation in the arts sponsorship relationship

12 This arts organisation is knowledgeable about the arts sponsorship relationship

13 This arts organisation understands our position in the arts sponsorship relationship

14 This arts organisation cares for our welfare in the arts sponsorship relationship

15 This arts organisation is open in dealing with us in the arts sponsorship relationship

16 We trust this arts organisation to serve our best interests

17 This arts organisation is well known for their fair dealings with sponsors

sATIsFACTION % sCOrE

18 Our association with this arts organisation has been a highly successful one

19 Overall, the results of our relationship with this arts organisation meets all expectations

20 This arts organization lacks nothing in terms of performance to agreed standards

COOPErATION % sCOrE

21 Whenever possible we work jointly on projects

22
This arts organisation cooperates closely with us within the context of the arts 
sponsorship

23
This arts organisation cooperates closely with us outside the context of the arts 
sponsorship

24 We and this arts organisation are doing many things together

COMMUNICATION % sCOrE

25 We and this arts organisation make a point of keeping each other well informed

26 We are comfortable sharing information with this arts organisation

27 We are quite heavily involved in the marketing & planning efforts of the arts organisation

28 This arts organisation seeks our advice and opinion concerning its marketing efforts

29 Our relationship with this arts organisation is like an open book
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The relationship between a corporate sponsor and 
arts organisation may be driven by an ‘art champion’. 
This senior influencer or decision-maker can be very 
useful to the development and maintenance of the 
relationship. Should equally strong relationships not 
be developed among the rest of the teams within both 
parties, a risk exists that the company’s involvement in 
the arts becomes too reliant on one person. 

The recent BASA members’ survey confirmed this 
benefit and risk. The graph below demonstrates the 
strong importance of an ‘art champion’ or one senior 
decision-maker.

Figure 12: The importance of an Art Champion or senior decision maker in an arts sponsorship

Exercise 12: Assessing the quality of your arts sponsorship relationships

Which of the relationship quality drivers or items are concerns in your current arts partnership? 
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Research suggests that there are a number of ways in which to strengthen the quality of relationships between two 
organisations20.

Exercise 13: Strengthening the quality of your arts sponsorship relationships

What steps can you take to address the concerns in your current arts partnership?

trust
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Communication
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 » Specific people with responsibility for the arts organisation
 » Multi-year sponsorship agreements & leverage spend

 » Expect accountability, but do not micro-manage
 » Double the amount of time spent together

 » Track and measure outputs based on objectives
 » Clarify and agree any performance standards

 » Agree on shared sponsorship objectives
 » Facilitate shared opportunity workshops within business

 » Establish multiple points of connection between organisations
 » Agree practical status and progress update sessions

Figure 13: Approaches to strengthen relationships
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